Introducing the new A Series.
The Galaxy A01 combines smartphone essentials with the trusted reliability of Samsung. Enjoy must-have features like a 13MP dual lens
camera, an edge-to-edge 5.7" Infinity V-display,1 and a long-lasting battery2 to power it all throughout the day.

Tap. Shoot. Share.
Capture sharp photos and shareable videos with this versatile
13MP dual camera.

Charge up. Power through. 
Spend more time scrolling, texting and sharing, and less time
looking for an outlet to charge. This long-lasting battery2 has the
power to keep up with you.

Take your entertainment
to the edge.
An edge-to-edge 5.7" Infinity V-display1 gives you plenty of room
to scroll through your feeds, stream videos and more. Colors and
details look bright and bold on its HD+ screen.

Store more
Save all the things that matter with 16GB of built-in memory. And if
you need more, you can expand the storage to an incredible 512GB
with a microSD card.3

Colors

Black

Display

5.7" HD+TFT LCD

Processor

Octa-Core (1.95 GHz + 1.45 GHz)

Front Camera

5MP Selfie camera

Main Camera

13MP main camera

Memory

720 x 1520

Snapdragon 439

2MP Depth camera
16GB Storage
2GB RAM
Expandable up to 512GB3
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3,000 mAh2

2.4 GHz + 5.0 GHz
USB 2.0
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Measured diagonally, the screen size is 5.7" in the full rectangle and 5.6" with accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera lens. 2Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance
based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application usage patterns. Results may vary. 3Sold separately. Portion of internal memory occupied by existing content. Samsung device
information current as of 04/08/2020. Specifications are subject to change; check for updates at www.samsung.com. © 2020 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung and Galaxy A are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co, Ltd. Other company names, product names and marks
mentioned herein are the property of their respective owners. Screen images simulated. Appearance of devices may vary.
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